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Estimate alternatives or variants
This document describes different ways to handle in Presto more than one option
for an estimate, as variants or alternative proposals. The origin of the differences
may be prices, work units, quantities or combinations.
The system for assigning different prices to work units in order to compare
biddings or to manage prices composed in different currencies is covered in
specific documents.

Different unit prices
Presto allows two unit prices for every concept, the contract price and the cost
estimation -three if we take in account also the real cost-. But sometimes there are
many more prices to compare.
This is the case when there is a set of different unit prices for the same structure of
work units and WBS, like prices for different suppliers, zones, dates or conditions.

Prices entities by zones
We can keep a collection of different values for every concept creating entities of the
"Price" type. The different unit prices are entered in the "Comparison | PRICES" layout
of the estimate and tree views.

Alternative prices for geographical zones
Alternate prices have to be entered only for the entities providing a different price for a
concept. When there is no alternate (blank or "NA") price, Presto will use the main
price, marked in orange.
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In this way there is always a global estimate amount to compare even if only some
variation prices are in place.
If alternate price is 0 (zero), then 0 must be explicitly entered.
Presto will calculate the prices of higher-level concepts for every price entity using
exactly the same procedure for the normal price calculation, like rounding, indirect
costs and other factors, so prices can be fairly compared at any level.
Alternate prices may be used in its own column or may be swapped for the
main price in order to apply any Presto operation or resource, print reports...
Then they can be swapped again for any other price alternative.
Alternative prices for concepts are also shown in the "Prices" window, displaying the
pairs of entities and concepts with associated value.

"Prices" window, ordered by concepts.
The "Concepts" window shows the defined alternate prices of concepts in the "Prices"
secondary window, layout "In price assignment entities"

Concepts with associated prices
To enter prices in this window, lines need to be created first. Set a temporary
price for all concepts in the tree window and then modify the price here or
suppress it as will.
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Different items
When analysing projects sometimes there alternatives based on different sets of work
units. If the number of differences is relatively small, work units can be temporarily
added or removed to the estimate calculation without being deleted.

Quantity and price marked as null
Work units are cancelled with the context menu "Set field as null" on the quantity or
the unit price, marked in grey background.
• Cancelling a quantity acts only in the work unit actual position
• Cancelling the unit price acts in any use of the work item in the estimate
The user has to manually add or remove the work units to get the desired
results. If there are many combinations, or different quantities in the same
work units, the following system may be more convenient.

Different quantities
As in the case of unit prices, Presto keeps two main quantities for every concept:
• The estimated quantity in the project, from the design team
• The new or revised measurement made by the construction company
This quantities are normally used together with the contract price and the unit cost to
calculate the total contract value and the cost estimation.
To manage estimates with different quantities for one or more work units, quantities
have to be entered using take-off lines. These quantities, as detailed as needed, can be
then filtered in different ways to calculate the result of the alternatives.
Using spaces
Assigning lines to spaces is the best way to get automatic calculations of alternatives
based in take-off lines. Lines can belong to the base estimate or to any variation.

Drainage options
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Spaces of a work units assigned to base project and alternatives

Spaces in black or green state are included in the estimate, red and grey states are not.
Space can be assigned manually or created based in any field or field's combination.
Example with Revit design options
Revit uses "design options" to account for alternatives, like different roof solutions.
Revit name

Presto variable

Example

Option set

Option

Roof

Option

Variation

Tiles | Slate

Cost-It exports to Presto take-off lines for all the option sets and options.

Take-off lines as exported with cost-it to Presto
Only lines belonging to the primary option have the "Est" field check, so the
rest are excluded from the estimate.
Variations can be assigned to spaces to calculate the amount of the secondary options.
Go to the "Take-off lines" window.
1. Add the "Option", "Variation" and "RelType" column to the "[*] Summary"
layout or any other with the "[*]" filter, to include all the lines.
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2. Filter by differences on the "Variation" column to identify and review the
alternatives.
3. Copy the name cells.
4. Paste the names into the "Code" columns in the "Spaces" window, beginning
in a new line. This will create the needed spaces.
5. In the "Take-off lines" window, remove the filter by differences and copy and
paste the whole "Variation" column into the space column. Blank lines or
values not belonging to spaces will not affect the existing space value.
6. Check the "Est" field in the secondary variation lines. Ordering in descending
values and reviewing the "RelType" column will help to understand the result.

Spaces of variations
Now, change the colour of the space as needed to add or remove variations to the
estimate.
Using take-off lines with a filter
Any take-off line can be added or removed temporarily from the estimate without
deleting the line, checking or un-checking the "Est" field. This allows using any field to
define alternatives, and then apply filters to recalculate the desired one.
Using the estimate approval state
Variation estimates can also be handled using states.

Approval states
Take-off lines can be assigned to three states:
• Black lines represents the initial estimate
• Green lines are change orders, quantities added later, but approved by the owner
• Red lines are quantities in pending of approval change orders.
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Presto calculates the separate amount of these three states as well as the normal
estimate, including black and green states, and the total possible estimate, including
red state.
Using stages
Assigning take-off lines to stages or financial periods can also be used to keep
alternatives, as the amounts belonging to every stage are calculated and displayed by
Presto in any window with stages information.

Different structures
If differences affect not only prices and quantities by also the complete estimate
structure, variants have to be defined in independent projects.
In this case the information can be easily compared using the system for integration of
projects:
1. Create a new estimate, that will act as the master for integrating the whole set
of variations
2. Add the estimates as linked projects with "Processes: Multi-project: Link"
3. Compare the results, using the same window for data as in single projects.
4. Update if needed
The structure of the master file can be personalised, creating an EDT with nodes for
different customers, building types or other properties.

Integrated information of projects
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